Nature of alcohol and anesthetic action on cooperative membrane equilibria.
A generalized, colligative thermodynamic framework is used to treat the action of solutes on cooperative membrane equilibria. Configurational entropy, the randomness imparted by solutes through the partitioning or mixing process, is implicated as the energetic driving force for the action of anesthetics on cooperative membrane equilibria. The equilibria predicted to be most sensitive to solute action--in which the dilute solute causes a perturbation equivalent to a large change in temperature--are (1) low-enthalpy processes that coincide with (2) large partitioning differences between states. The model stresses that solutes do not act at a single site, but on both states in an equilibrium, and that the perturbation is determined by the difference in entropy. Evidence for the thermodynamic framework is obtained from the partitioning behavior of the general anesthetic 1-hexanol into a model lecithin (DMPC; 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) membrane as a function of temperature and alcohol concentration. The low-enthalpy equilibrium between the gel (L beta') and ripple states (P beta') (pretransition) is more sensitive to 1-hexanol than the high-enthalpy equilibrium between the ripple (P beta') and fluid bilayer states (L alpha) (main transition). The perturbations of both equilibria are accurately described by the colligative thermodynamic framework. The results suggest that alcohols and anesthetics act through entropy to upset the natural thermal balance that maintains native membrane architecture.